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SELTZER - 7
ASK YOUR SERVER FOR AVAILABLE FLAVORS

FLIGHTS
10 Series Sampler   16
10 Beers in one visit to the pub. Includes all staff picks of what we drink after work. A 
variety of beers brewed on-site and at our other pubs. 
1. Snake Joose
2. Ambrosia
3. The Herrmannator
4. Barrel Full of Tigers
5. C305E & DESIST
6.Two Minutes to Midnight
7. German Water
8. Bodega Cat
9. Pocket Change N2O
10. The Councilman

5 Series Sampler   10
Your chance to try any 5 beers that pique your interest. Choose wisely! Ask staff for 
ideas. Served Sunday through Friday. Sorry, not available on Saturday!

6 Packs
Cucumber Crush  13
Raspberry Crush  13
Crush Variety Pack  22
Guava Crush  13
Apocalypse IPA  10
Profuse Juice  10
Pub Beer 18-Pack  18
Pilsner  10
Hazy Trail 10
Nature Calls  10

Fancy Beer
Jamaican Me Pumpkin 5 
Vino De Grano 8
Ambre Roche 7
Paxton Project 7
Estonya 7
Sir Bois 7
Slice of Heaven 7
Rose Bois Grand Cru 8
Chocolate Box  7

BEER TO GO

Happy Hour! Monday - Friday 3-6pm

$2 off 20oz pints & appetizers

 CHARITY OF THE MONTH
Our local charity partner is The Gathering Place. 

10 Barrel - Denver is proud to partner with local charities every month! 

Crowlers
Take home a “Master Cylinder”of anything on tap!
Crowler 32 oz  - 9
Specialty 32 oz  - 11
Crowler 3 pack  - 24



WE’RE SOCIAL
Instagram   @10BarrelBrewing
Facebook   10BarrelBrewingCompany

Session
H-E-Double Hockey Sticks*  Helles Lager / 5% ABV / 25 IBU
Traditional, golden, southern German lager with soft, bready malt notes and a 
kiss of floral hops. - 7

The Councilman*  American Cream Ale / 5% ABV/ 15 IBU
Humble, discreet, yet determined, this beer appears simple only to reveal 
unctuous layers of flavor with every sip. Rustic Colorado malt and a dash of 
punchy, floral hops are tempered by sweet corn, creating a dynamic and 
cravable array of flavors. This beer is the change you need. - 7

German Water*  Pilsner / 5.1% ABV / 34 IBU
Bright and crisp like the North Sea, yet as soft as a Bavarian pretzel, this beer 
tastes like Heimat with its noble, floral hop notes in perfect balance with pillowy 
malt. - 7

Bodega Cat*  Cerveza Muy Especial / 5.3% ABV / 15 IBU 
As crushable as your favorite lager from south of the border, if not moreso, this 
unique Mexican lager is infused with palo santo and fresh sage featuring notes 
of coconut and vanilla from the wood as well as citrus notes from the herb all 
tidily wrapped up in a light lager. - 7

Barrel Full of Tigers*  Unfiltered Wood Aged Lager / 
4.9% ABV / 20 IBU   
Brewed in collaboration with Blind Tiger, one of the best brewpubs in the world 
(literally), located in Topeka, KS, this beer is an homage to an old lager style 
known as Zoiglbier. German heirloom malt creates pervasive bready base 
flavors, noble hops add a floral touch, and a short rest on white ash staves adds 
a woody complexity. Zicke, Zacke, Zicke, Zacke, Zoigl Zoigl Zoigl! - 7 
    

Wild Card
Two Minutes To Midnight*  Dunkel / 4.8% ABV / 20 IBU 
Rich mahogany in color with pervasive notes of toasted country bread and dark 
chocolate, this traditional Munich lager supremely balances decadence with 
drinkability. - 7 

The Herrmannator* Maibock / 7.2% ABV / 25 IBU
Golden amber in hue, this strong German lager is the harbinger of spring with 
its toasty, bready malt profile and hint of floral hops. It’s the perfect beer either 
nestled up at the cozy bar or outside on the patio. - 7

Be Kind, Rewind Hefeweizen / 4.5% ABV / 11 IBU
Nothing quite says summer like this spritzy German wheat beer with its luscious 
mouthpeel and yeast-driven notes of banana and clove. It’s patio season! - 7

Dark
Pocket Change* Porter (Nitro) / 5.4% ABV / 25 IBU 
In today’s world of barrel-aged, adjuncted, and adulterated stouts that are 
as thick as motor oil, the humble porter with centuries of history does not 
get enough appreciation. Malt-driven notes of dark chocolate, coffee, and 
deeply caramelized sugar create a rich, satisfying, yet easy to drink beer that 
withstands the test of time. - 7

Sour
Baywindow  Sour / 5% ABV / 10 IBU  
This traditional sour German wheat beer hasa soft wheat malt body with a clean 
tartness and crisp finsih. Baywindow Berliner is a true sessionable sour ale. 
Prost! - 8

Cucumber Crush    Sour / 5% ABV / 10 IBU  - 7
Guava Crush    Sour / 5.2% ABV / 10 IBU  - 7

 

Flagship
Apocalypse   IPA / 6.8% ABV / 70 IBU 
This West Coast style IPA is our flagship beer. We can talk about how 
good it is, but we’d rather you just give it a run for yourself. Apocalypse 
now! - 7

Pilsner  / 5% ABV / 35 IBU 
This classic German-Style Pilsner was brewed the traditional way to 
enhance the complexity. We used Noble hops to give it the authentic 
character you expect from a Pilsner. Made with tradition and exceptional 

quality in mind. LETS RIP!  - 7

All Ways Down  Double IPA / 9% ABV / 75 IBU 
This double IPA is a full on assault of hop flavor and aroma. We brewed 
All Ways Down with Azacca, Mosaic and Simcoe concentrated 
hop lupulin pellets known as Cryo Hops. If you like IPAs you’ll love this 
beer. - 5 (Beer of the Month!)

Nature Calls  Mountain IPA / 6.5% ABV / 40 IBU 
West Coast IPA meets East Coast IPA and somewhere in the middle you 
get the Mountain IPA. This beer has the big juicy hop profile the IPA 
lover craves.  - 7

Hops
Snake Joose* IPA w/ Maize / 7.8% ABV / 52 IBU
No Beer defines the spirit of 10 Barrel Denver quite like this magical 
elixir. Intense hop notes of white grapefruit, mango and passionfruit 
nestle on a soft malt backbone, slowly but surely sneaking up on you 
like a snake in the grass  - 7

Valhalla* Hoppy Red Ale / 6.4% ABV / 44 IBU
Deep crimson in color, this Pacific Northwest inspired beer dazzles 
with hop notes of key lime, ripe mango, and blueberries along with a 
balanced malt profile. - 7

Ambrosia* Hopfenweisse / 5.8% ABV / 22 IBU
Community and collaboration are foundational pillars of brewing, and 
the last couple of years have certainly tried to erode those concepts.  
So, for this very special beer we turned inward and enlisted anyone 
and everyone from among our amazing employees to design and brew 
this recipe.  We present to you a hoppy hefeweizen that balances the 
classic banana and clove characteristics of the style with a hefty dose of 
tropical hops.  Please enjoy. - 7

Back to the Future* American Pale Ale / 5.6% ABV / 29 IBU
In a sea of hazy IPAs, nothing shines brighter than the beacon of Amer-
ican pale ale. Citrusy, juicy, balanced, and supremely quaffable, this 
beer is a welcome reminder that classic is not boring and that under-
neath a simple veneer hides a ton of complexity.  - 7

C305E & DESIST* Tropical IPA / 7.2 % ABV / 40 IBU
Bright hop notes of fresh lemon, mandarin orange, and mango lend this 
beer transformative qualities that will teleport you from the Colorado 
mountains to the beaches of south Florida in a single sip. So, chill out, 
drink beer, and make friends, not lawsuits. - 7

New High’t* West Coast IPA / 7.2 % ABV / 50 IBU
A fresh take on the style, this West Coast IPA displays notes of an array of 
tropical fruits, along with citrus and pine. This collaboration with Summit, 
one of Colorado’s most popular cannabis brands, is based on the terpene 
profile of their Watermelon Sorbet strain. Reach for a New High’t and 
find your perfect elevation at theperfectelevation.com  - 7

LOCALLY BREWED
An asterisk* means that this beer was brewed right here at our 
Denver Pub by Brewmaster Kay Witkiewicz!


